About AIGN
Industry Engagement on Climate Change Policy

Policy

AIGN and its members are actively involved in monitoring and participating in deliberations on climate change policy in order to pursue the Network’s object of promoting development of Australia’s industrial resources. AIGN provides a focus for cooperative industry policy responses on key greenhouse issues and plays a facilitating and coordinating role in an industry contribution to key greenhouse policy and abatement measures.

Industries Represented

[Pie chart showing industries represented]
THE AIGN PROMOTES THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUSTRALIA'S MANUFACTURING,
AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL RESOURCES BY:

- Providing information, advice and a forum for the analysis and formulation of public policy making on climate change;
- Consulting with government and other opinion leaders on the adoption of a principled national and international greenhouse policy framework within which effective, equitable, efficient and appropriate domestic greenhouse gas abatement actions are developed and implemented consistent with sustainable development;
- Contributing to the international climate change debate including through the provision of advice to the Australian delegation to United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change meetings; and
- As a network the AIGN interacts with key stakeholders at both political and bureaucratic levels as well as with external think tanks, etc.

CURRENT AIGN MEMBERS

THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GREENHOUSE NETWORK IS COMPRised OF A BROAD CROSS-SECTION OF AUSTRALIAN BUSINESSES AND INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS.

Industry Association Members
Individual Business Members

- BHP
- BlueScope
- bp
- Caltex
- CSR
- Chevron
- ExxonMobil
- Glencore
- Incitec Pivot Limited
- Inpex
- Origin
- Rio Tinto
- Santos
- Shell
- Wilmar
- Woodside
- Viva
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